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Who lives behind the prison walls?
 Explore the human stories of inmates from three prisons over the course of a year.

How do the days pass for people living behind bars? How did they end up in prison? Has their 
punishment served any purpose? Will there be rehabilitation for them? 

We follow the lives of inmates in three different prisons, getting closer to the daily lives of ordinary 
people who have ended up behind bars.

Muros Documentary - 3x50’





With Light in the darkness, we’ll go deep inside the most awful crimes that shocked society. Untold clues, real testimonies 
and meticulous investigations feature this true crime series. Rigor and objectivity will be exposed with a combination of 
documentary material and fictional resources to approach the facts that were never recorded.
 
Carles Porta has become a sensation following the success of his true crime series Crims, which inspired the fiction series 
Burning body. In this ocassion, the journalist and investigator elevates the true crime genre to new cinematic heights.

Light in the darkness True Crime - 4x50’

Selected:





Explore the intriguing history of Carrero Blanco, Spain's Prime Minister, whose assassination draws parallels to the mystery 
of JFK's death. This documentary meticulously dissects official narratives, revealing errors and mysteries, and presenting 
various ideas for viewers to ponder. 

As one of the closest collaborators of dictator Francisco Franco, Carrero Blanco becomes a focal point in this exploration. 
The series explores the hiiden world of political espionaje trough a captivating mix of interviews, dramatized scenes and 
unreleased footage.

To kill the president Political Intrigue Documentary - 3x50’





It's been 30 years and the world is still dancing Macarena. It is an unprecedented and intergenerational success, a viral 
phenomenon, even before the internet existed. 

Still today it is a trending topic, there are hundreds of versions in TikTok and the world continues to dance it. Its choreography 
is universal and still more in shape than ever.

What is the secret of Macarena? What happen with this song that eliminates worries and timidities, and throws people to 
dance and smile anywhere in the world?

With the creators of the song, Los Del Río, and the participation of musicians, producers and choreographers from around 
the world, Macarena reconstructs the story of this success that became the anthem of a planet and tries to throw light on 
how a hit is built.

Best Documentary Series 
People’s Choice Award

Macarena Musical documentary - 2x50’

Awards:
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Loved, desired, critized and pursued on an equal basis.

Throughout this documentary Miguel Bosé will let us know unknown moments of his incredible life. Miguel will go through his 
life, deeping into his most important moments, the ones which have affected to his personal development. We’ll celebrate 
his successes but we’ll also speak about the most anguished moments, the healed wounds and the ones that remain open. 

Thanks to the testimony of his friends, family and colleagues, we will meet a close and intimate Miguel, as we have never 
seen him before.

Bosé Reborn Biographical Documentary - 4x50’

Selected:

https://vimeo.com/movistaroriginalseries/review/803528189/738a80fc3a
http://
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11 Diamond albums, 3 latin Grammys, 5 million tickets sold: David Bisbal is one of Spain’s most international recognized artist. 
In this documentary, we’ll join David Bisbal on the run up to one of the most important celebrations of his career, the concert 
commemorating his 20 years in the music scene. 

We’ll get to meet the artists and legends who have made him the superstar he’s today. We’ll see the most intimate side of 
the singer through an emotional tour of his career, his songs and his unique point of view.

Bisbal Biographical Documentary - 90’
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Narcas investigates the role of women in the narco-traffic, women to discover, to understand and comprehend.

Since a long time women play an important role, a growing function that destroy many stereotypes and that show who these 
women are and what they do at both sides of the law, the ones who participate in the narco-traffic and the ones who fight 
against it.  This documentary series gives us a close-up view of the women both fighting drug trafficking and living off of it.

Narcas Documentary  - 3x50’

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/718403691
https://vimeo.com/movistaroriginalseries/review/841763586/b63b951c53
http://
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José María García, or "Supergarcía", was during the 1990s one of the most loved, hated, respected 
and feared men in Spain. 
With an unprecedented influence, he changed forever the way we understand sports journalism.

Supergarcía Biographical Documentary  - 3x50’

https://vimeo.com/movistaroriginalseries/review/841761219/bdce7361f6
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/718403691
http://
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1966. A white light bursts into the sky in the south of Madrid, and a man, José Luis Jordán Peña, witnesses one of Spain's most 
popular UFO sightings.

This three-episode documentary series analyzes the largest case of UFOs in Spain and explains what UMMO was, its impact 
on national and international media since the 1960s and its consequences until today. A story in which, in addition to flying 
saucers were mixed, Nazis, sects, hypnotists and social control experiments took UMMO beyond the borders of the ufological.

Ummo Documentary - 3x50’ Directed by Javier Oliveras and Laura Pousa.

https://vimeo.com/757957101
https://vimeo.com/757957101
http://
http://
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The biggest attack against the Spanish secret service.  Get to know the secrets behind the offensive against 8 secret agents 
told by the only survivor. At the end of 2003, while the Spanish National Intelligence Service (CNI) was experiencing one of its 
darkest moments in Iraq, eight agents were ambushed by surprise in Latifiya, victims of a violent shootout.  

They were stationed there to provide security for the Spanish troops displaced after the invasion, but no one could prepare 
them for what was to come.  Was it a revenge of Saddam Hussein's Republican Guard, a simple stroke of fortune or was it 
an attempt to eliminate agents who had very valuable information?  

The Iraq 8 Documentary / Political Thriller - 4x50’ Directed by Fátima Lianes.

1 Nomination

Awards:

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/763835707
https://vimeo.com/756424869
http://
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Locomia tells the story of one of the most emblematic groups of the nineties and of a time that marked the history of Spain. It 
is a unique story that goes beyond the famous fans of the group, itis also a story about success, betrayal, jealousy, anarchy, 
homophobia and oblivion.

Locomia Documentary - 3x50’ Directed by Jorge Laplace.

Awards:

1 Produ Award

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/718405175
http://
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Rome has a woman's name. She is the mother of the empire and the culture that has dominated the West for more than 
1,000 years. And yet 'her daughters' are not so easily to identify. The shadow of men has kept them hidden.

El corazón del Imperio puts names, faces, bodies and souls to these women. Those who were models of virtue, those who 
were crushed by Rome, those who wielded weapons, the fanatics, the seducers, those who became bargaining chips... 
Aristocrats, slaves, matrons, prostitutes, priestesses, gladiators...

El corazón del imperio Documentary / History  - 6x50’ Directed by Israel del Santo.

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/729212292
http://
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Palomares (Almería), 1966. A town of just over 1000 inhabitants, with hardly any electricity or running water, where the 
villagers live peacefully off their crops in the countryside. Until 17 January, when two US planes collide in the air and four 
thermonuclear bombs fall in the area. 
One of them is found intact. Two release a huge quantity of radioactive material. And the fourth... nobody knows where the 
fourth one could have fallen. In the style of a thriller and using in-depth interviews with direct witnesses and experts in the 
field, this documentary series chronicles the 80 days following the accident, the agonising search for the fourth bomb... and 
the iconic dip taken by the Minister of Information and Tourism, Manuel Fraga Iribarne, in the waters of Palomares.

Palomares Documentary / History  - 4x52’ Directed by Álvaro Ron.

Awards:

1 Iris Awards

https://vimeo.com/657519212
http://
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Raphael was a trending topic before that concept even existed, the creator of the first gay anthem of the Franco regime, an 
artist ahead of his time who, with his unique personal style, has stood the test of time regardless of fashions and generations. 
Today Raphael is a living musical legend and, at the same time, an icon of modernity. As he celebrates his 60th birthday, 
Raphael recalls, together with his fans, his incredible story, the one that has made him an unforgettable artist, with almost 
80 albums under his belt and a legion of fans all over the world. 
Raphaelismo is the definitive documentary about Raphael, the legacy in four episodes that the artist leaves to future 
generations while he continues to look tirelessly to the future.

Raphaelismo Documentary / Music / Biography  - 4x55’ Directed by Charlie Arnáiz, Alberto Ortega.

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/718395013
http://
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This non-fiction series about the life and career of Lola Flores is constructed from the testimony left to us by her daughters, 
her sister, her friends, her researchers and many of today's artists of various kinds who have been influenced by her art, 
including Rosalía, Miguel Poveda, C. Tangana and Ara Malikian (among many others). The 44 exclusive interviews are illustrated 
with a wealth of audiovisual and sound material (Lola Flores shot 42 films and recorded 30 albums, not to mention all the 
television and paper archives that are preserved about her), the location, selection and processing of the rights to which 
has been one of the major challenges in the production of this series. The result is the richest and most unique account of 
this artist who touched everyone.

Lola Documentary / Music / Biography  - 4x55’ Directed by Israel del Santo.

Awards:

1 FesTVal Award

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/718394741
http://
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Documentary series that aims to make visible women who were pioneers at certain times in history, and helped build the 
society we know today. Women who exceeded the limits of their time and fulfilled their goals, often with unequal opportunities. 
They are sculptors, doctors, writers, war correspondents, queens, warriors, elite athletes, engineers, businesswomen, etc. 

They were pioneers, but they have not told us that they existed.

Pioneers Biographical Documentary - 4x50’ Directed by Joanna Pardos and Román Parrado.

https://vimeo.com/movistaroriginalseries/review/731652422/ff99fd14c3
http://
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The Story of one of the greatest Goalkeepers of all time.  

The documentary offers an insight into the life of Iker, the story of the triumph of the unremarkable. Of someone who reached 
the dizziest heights from the most modest of backgrounds.   

It shows the sporting world and depicts his personal fight against adversity.   
It gives us an insider’s understanding of the history of professional football: the greatest triumphs of Real Madrid, of the 
Spanish football squad… featuring the miraculous saves of a goalkeeper who was capable of executing the impossible.   
After his heart attack, Iker’s determination to recover and stand up to adversity teach us a lot about what a great athlete 
is made of when faced with their inevitable retirement.   
 

Hung Up the Wings Biographical Documentary - 6x45’

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/668164728
http://
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This documentary narrates the twisted and fascinating story of the Palmarian Catholic Church, a schismatic church that 
ended up becoming one of the most harmful, dangerous, and at the same time most ridiculous and absurd religious sects in 
the world.
 
Everything that you're about to discover, as incredible as it may seem, is completely true. A religious empire financed by 
worshipers from Spain, Ireland, Germany, Switzerland or the USA that expanded worldwide from Sevilla (Spain), broke ties 
with the Vatican, named its own popes and that today still has devotees all over the world.

El palmar de Troya Documentary  - 4x50’ Directed by Israel del Santo.

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/718403691
http://
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